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Those who share and respect these simple basic rules must not 
be recognized and distinguished by the nation they belong to.

A new way to cooperate and trading, finding common          
point of contact between the two countries (Italy and China),that 
are so distant, but at the same time linked by so similar problems, 

visions and solutions too

Anyway Culture came first. Indeed China and Italy are linked by a millenary 
society and share some ethic aspects like family, work and friendship.

Entrepreneurs, professionals, academics, institutions, associates in CinItaly, 
share the values of respect to commitments, transparency in business and 

personal relationships. 
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The agreement subscribed states: “building innovation project docking platform to provide full service through
the project docking, market research, market entry, channel building, preferential policy consulting, promotion
partners, marketing channels and so on; Party B to meet the industry, enterprise or project requirements of the
development of the capital region, with advanced technology, products, industry the foreign high-tech talent,
capital, technology, channels of cooperation in China”.

From this moment on, more than twenty mission, all organized by Cinitaly’s core enterprises, have been
succeeded in these last eighteen months.

CinItaly was born to be an operative subject and to achieve the points covered by the agreement made between
CNR and SDAST like the “Digital Pipeline” IT Platform shared by Italy and China for the transmission of
information that were validated and guaranteed by the two International Organisms.
There are not just scientific information but, first of all, that kind of activities strictly concern the trading
between the companies of the two Countries.

The idea of building a network of companies that could share values and activities has always
been our main target. The event on 24th April 2017 in Rome, which presented the B2B meeting
between nine Chinese firms and the signature of a memorandum of understanding between CNR
and SDAST (Shandong Association Science & Technology), started in a concrete and an effective
way the CinItaly’s project.



TARGETS  

 
Become the Italian and Chinese Landmark for the B2B activities.  

Create an internationalization culture in both of the two Countries. 

Generate useful contents for the enterprises. 

Join together operators, professionals and experts to create a 

Chinese – Italian “business chain”. 



BUSINESS SECTOR/ SKILL



CINITALY’S INSTRUMENTS 

 1 -    Multisectoral Technical Committee  

 2 - EcoBusiness Portal  

 3 - UCIST – Sino-Italian Union for the Science and Technology  

 
THE CINITALY INSTRUMENTS FOR TRADING AND HIGH TECH 

 4 –InfoSeal 2.0 

 5 – CinItaly22, the showroom dedicated to B2B meetings 

 6 – CinItalyHT, the office in China 

 7 – Italian Experience, the Italian style in China for the B2C and e.shop 



The Multisectoral Technical Committee [MTC] was born to support in a more effective and concrete 
way the Italian and Chinese enterprises in their pursuit of a partnership.
The MTC consists of professionals that, thanks to their experience in different fields, products and 
services, can help to find the best answer for every demand that could be born from the 
Association.

MTC will consider the requests that come
from Italy and China, in order to reunite
demand and supply.
MTC will be the “subject” that will interact
with the institutional organisms operating
in the scientific research field, in university
or in institutions: UCIST – Sino-Italian
Science & Technology Union.
At the moment [2018.03.20] the
associated companies to CinItaly are
divided into the following categories:

1. MTC – Multisectorial Technical Committee



2. Ecobusiness Portal

SECTIONS:
Thematic Blog  (finance, Customs, Legal, Marketing, career, ...)
Exchange Area:

- Requests from Italy
- Requests from China 

Articles (scientific contents, general knowledges, events, actuality, …)
Instalments
Events
Contacts
Social network (FB, LinkedIn, Wechat, …)
Video. It is a section dedicated to the collection of video/multimedia contents. The main goal is to represent in 

90-120 seconds the professionality and the production of the enterprise itself.  In China this is one of the most used and 
appreciated methods to present a company to the potential market interested in its competences. 

LANGUAGES:
English
Chinese
Italian

BEARERS OF CONTENTS
➢ The “Founder” Enterprises (Core)
➢ Scientific Institutes/R&D, University (UCIST and other R&D components, “Transfer Technology” 

Institutes)
➢ Associates 
➢ Others (suggested by members or MTC/ UCIST)

WWW.CINITALY.EU

http://www.cinitaly.eu/


3. UCIST – Sino-Italian Union for the Science and Technology

The CinItaly mission is to make a collaboration with China both in the development of technical- scientific relationship (transfer 
of technology and knowledge) and in the commercial sector.

The two Countries Institutions and institutional authorities’ involvement is fundamental in this process that see the birth of a
new “Silk Road” (Silk Road 4.0) of goods and knowledges. A particular attention will be payed for the new innovative and 
technological enterprises, starting from the experimentation that CNR, like some other important universities, has supported 
with the emerging of some new innovative enterprises.  CNR itself supported the birth of over 100 spin-offs.
Education, communication, cultural training, technology transfer and cooperation are the key-points to explain the roles and the
mission of this “Think Tank”.

UCIST will be a landmark for the Institutions to support the Chinese and Italian enterprises in their effort of innovation and in 
their use of high technology. 
MTC will be the CinItaly’s operative instrument to have relation with UCIST: bringing in this way into contact necessities and 
possible solutions.

On July 2017, the current CinItaly’s President was nominated “Development and Promotion Consultant of Zhangqiu District”. The 
District instituted an area dedicated to Italian talents and enterprises: Sino-Italian (Jinan) Research and Industrial Park: 76, 33 Ha. 
In this way, it has been reached the fixed aim on April 2017: to identify a place in China that could be shared by Corporations,
Institutes and Enterprises networks but, first of all, to provide some office-spaces (and also suitable building lots) for the “small” 
high tech and manufacturing Italian companies (spin off, start up and innovative enterprises).



4 - InfoSeal 2.0 

Born on 2009, “InfoSeal” (SI - Sigillo Informatico 2.0) is an IT platform realized only to gather validated information. 

In accordance with the CNR’s Presidential Decree and with the agreement about the actuations of the “institutional 
repository” for the certification of the made in Italy products and the Surrounding enhancement, on 2009 has been 
established the “SI Technical Committee ”, composed of two CNR delegates, two external (the author of the 
“InfoSeal” systems and a technical specialist) and a President. 

The “SI Technical Committee”, in the middle of his processing phase, has accepted the disciplinary code of some 
important and meaningful Italian productive chains, establishing acquisition rules through some interoperability 
techniques between “Web services” systems, information and events identified as “meaningful” in different 
productive disciplines of the examined fields. 

The CNR Technical Scientific Committee suggest, in accordance with the developments, achieved in relations and 
cooperation agreements subscribed with the Chinese Institutions, to create a “digital pipeline“, in order  to give the 
best return to the Shandong Science and Technology Association proposal.
At the same time in China identified InfoSeal 2.0: “the ideal instrument to convey the “Digital Pipeline” data and 
information” . It will allow to realize the subscribed principles in the CinItaly -Jinan cooperation agreement. 



5. CINITALY 22th, The exhibition hall

On May 2017, CinItaly obtained in Beijing the first
space of 100 mq, which will be used as a showroom
for B2B meetings and for promotion and
communication events.

Since March 2018 a new showroom is located in Jinan, Shandong 
Province’s capital, near the Headquarters of CinItaly Association in 
China.  The building is placed in eastern district of Jinan, near to 
important University’s Departments  and Technological Institutes. 

The whole eastern area of the capital of Shandong have a big
concentration of Universities, Incubators and Enterprises that are
specialized in technical disciplines and have a big presence of foreign
students and researchers



5 - CINITALY HT, the “office”

Jinan surely is a great choice for the innovative SME which are looking for the best cost/ performance comparison.
The performance are the facilitations provided by the municipality for the settlement in the development district,
the great position in the “China’s heart” (just over 2 hours and 4 hours from the two China’s most important
international airports : Beijing and Shanghai, respectively), without forget the international Jinan airport itself.
CinItaly, with its partners, is able to find the best solution for answer to the specific needs of the Italian enterprise
that want to “open” an entrepreneurial activity in China.

For reciprocity CinItaly makes available to Chinese companies services useful to broaden contacts and
opportunities in Italy and Europe.
Italy the main gate for Europe and for all Mediterranean Countries (a basin of 500 mln inhabitants).

Since August 2017, after the agreement with Zhangqiu District and 
Jinan Municipilaty, an office is operating in Jinan (HiTech District) 
and another in Zhangqiu district, awaiting the realization of the 
SIRIP, that will welcome the Italian companies that have decided 
to invest in the big Chinese market. 

CinItaly, objectively, is a great idea to be present in the Chinese 
market….. and no just there!



6 – Italian Experience, the Italian style in China 

The space “Italian Experience” has been created to satisfy customer’s needs without 
compromising in quality during travels (both for business and leisure).

The Country will be represented by his ancient history, his products and his productions: 
ambassadors in the World of an unique and ecological style based on quality.
It will be an  Italian experience, an "Italy in miniature" concentered in only one place. In an 
autogrill or in a big department store. The space won't be an infinite series of shelving-units 
with some products organized by categories or alphabetic order, but spaces will be linked 
together and they will represent their territory's tradition and community.

Identity is what “Italian Experience” want to show to the customers.
Not ordinary products, not luxury ostentation, but a representation of a Country: Italy, rich in 
culture, with a very long history and tradition in artisanal and industrial production.



6 – Italian Experience, the Italian style in China 

For example, the space could be divided like follows:
▪ 30% restaurant, bar, coffee bar;
▪ 20% foods, drinks, nutraceuticals;
▪ 30% Fashion, fashion accessories, cosmeceuticals/ body care;
▪ 10% Interior Design, decorative objects;
▪ 10% a space shared for cultural and education events (a school of…) 

To optimize the space will be used
interactive display, multimedia contents
including, to provide to the visualization,
the information and the electronic
purchase (hybrid shopping).


